THESE RULES ARE WORK IN PROGRESS: EVERYTHING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGES
Feedbacks? Suggestions? Send them to forgottenworldrules@gmail.com

Kingdoms and empires always fall … only the glory is eternal!
Build your army and lead it into battle among the dangerous lands of a world invaded by
magic! The cities are waiting to be freed from the yoke of your enemies! Recruit powerful
warriors, hire great wizards, train powerful creatures and forge your destiny in Forgotten
World!

FORGOTTEN WORLD is a ruleset that will allow you to play strategic battles in an ancient world
invaded by wizards and monsters.
Adventurers rules will allow players to lead small skirmish team in search of treasures and
magical artifacts among the ruins of the world-that-was.
Conquerors rules will allow players to deploy greater armies representing thousands of soldiers on
the battlefield ready to fight at your command to bring your faction until the victory.
TOOL OF WAR
In addition to this rulebook, there are few more basic things that you will need before you can start
playing Forgotten World.
Battlefield: usually a plain surface, such as a table. The average gaming area is 4’x4’ (120x120
centimeters) for small games and 4’x6’ (120x180 centimeters) for larger battles. This area can be
even larger, depending upon the size of game you are playing and the number of miniatures you
want to use.
Models: the troops under your command are represented by miniatures soldiers, each player will
need some miniatures to start playing.
Measuring Device: the movement of figures and the measuring of weapon ranges requires the
use of a ruler marked in inches.
Dice: You will need a set of ten or more ordinary six-sided die (D6). When you will be told to roll a
“D3”, roll a D6 and count the results of 1-2 as 1, 3-4 as 2 and 5-6 as 3. When you will find 3+
wording, it means you will need to obtain a result of 3, 4, 5 or 6 on the rolling of a D6.
Tokens and cards will be useful during the game to remind unit’s skills and in-game events.

FORGOTTEN WORLD
ADVENTURERS
Rules for skirmish plays
Forgotten World - Adventurers is a tactical skirmishing ruleset focused on engagements fought
between two small forces of adventurers. This game is designed for two players each one leading
his own army and to play it you will need your models assembled on the round or oval bases that
you will find inside the Forgotten World box sets.
GUILDS
Guilds are of great importance in the politics of the New World.
They control the banks, secure the trades, equip the faction armies and much more. Guilds are not
strictly related to the kingdom or the country where they have their affairs, they can collaborate with

